
Background 

•  SSL/TLS: need to protect sensitive data in-flight on the Internet 
using strong encryption 
– Prevents eavesdropping 
– Enables authentication, anonymity, e-commerce, etc… 

•  But – encrypted protocols do not prevent traffic analysis: 

•  Attacks can recover: 
– Web page identities in HTTPS 
– Typed passwords in SSH 
– Speech data in VoIP 
– Embedded protocols in VPN tunnels 
– etc… 
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Conclusion 
In this poster, we introduced TrafficMimic; a traffic analysis resistance system that utilizes 
cover traffic that follows realistic protocol models. We showed that the traffic models we use 
result in detection rates that are similar to those of real traffic and thus provide a good 
countermeasure for defense detection.  We also evaluated the performance of TrafficMimic 
using a bulk-transfer and compared it with constant rate cover traffic. Overall, we found that 
TrafficMimic offered reasonable performance; in future work, we plan to investigate how to 
dynamically influence traffic generation to improve performance without sacrificing security. 
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Preventing Traffic Analysis 

•  Existing traffic analysis defenses use constant/random padding 

Limitations: 
– Vulnerable to defense detection 
– Potentially very high overhead 

•  Tunnel real data over encrypted cover traffic 
– Force attacker to see packet sizes and timing that are not correlated with 

the real traffic being tunneled 
– Attacker cannot tell which packets have real data and which are padding 

due to encryption 

•  Use realistic models to generate cover traffic 
– Simultaneously prevent traffic analysis and defense detection 
– Comparable or lower overhead than existing constant rate techniques 

Traffic Analysis Attack 

•  Need benchmark attack to evaluate our defenses 
•  We focus on protocol identification attacks 

– Prerequisite for carrying out proto-specific attacks 

Vulnerable to 
Traffic Analysis 

Defense detection: when 
the attacker can detect the 
target is attempting to evade 
traffic analysis 

Our Approach: TrafficMimic 
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•  We use Swing to learn models [4] 
– Swing collects empirical CDFs of structural features 
– We exclude Swing’s network feature collection for playback 

on arbitrary networks 
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•  SSL tunneling proxy 
– SOCKS/HTTP/port forward 

•  Single end-point control of 
bidirectional cover traffic 
– Master/Slave 

•  Cover traffic spec by: 
– Traffic type 
– Size 
– Timing 

•  Asynchronous model threads generate cover traffic from specifications 
•  Real data automatically merged with control traffic and padding 

Attack Accuracy 

Const-rate anomaly 
detection 77-95% 

K-NN real traffic; 
same network 92% 

K-NN real traffic; 
different network   80% 

TrafficMimic realistic 
cover traffic 73% 

Minimal risk of 
defense detection 

•  Train and baseline test using CAIDA 
passive-2009 network traces 

•  Test Internet link from Canada to U.K. 
•  Include 28kbps constant rate traffic 

model for comparison 
•  Train Swing with CAIDA data for 

realistic cover traffic 
•  Results: 

– Const rate model easily detected 
– Realistic cover traffic difficult to 

distinguish from real 

•  Learn structural protocol models 
– Develop models for each actor in protocol stack 
– Capture interactions between layers 

•  Compare constant rate and realistic protocols carrying bulk 100KB 
transfer across Canada        U.K. link 

•  SMTP and HTTP-resp outperform constant rate 
•  Other generated protocols offer several options for efficient and traffic 

analysis resistant communications 
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Goal 1: identify encrypted 
protocol with contents obscured 

Goal 2: detect constant rate 
anomalies in cover traffic 

Steps 
• Supervised learning 
algorithm using Euclidian 
dist metric 
• Label training data 
using well-known ports 

• Tune threshold using cross-validation 
• SMTP and Const-rate hard to differentiate with 
standard dist threshold 
Solution: const rate connections have consistent 
features; use K-means and inter-cluster distance 
threshold to identify const rate traffic 

1.  Distill TCP connections 
into vectors of features 

2.  Use weighted K-nearest 
neighbor algorithm (K-NN) 

3.  Filter anomalies using 
neighbor dist threshold 

TCP connection features 
Based in part on [1] and [3] 

Bytes Sent  Bytes Recv 

Pkt Size Sent  Pkt Size Recv 

Number of Exchanges  
(req/resp pairs) 

Total Connection Duration 

• Z-scoring to normalize units 
• Use min/max Eigen vector 
ratio to find well-conditioned 
data 

Cover traffic 
models 


